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THE EQUIVALENCE  OF TWO  DEFINITIONS
OF  CAPACITY1

DAVID  R.  ADAMS  AND JOHN  C.   POLKING

Abstract. It is shown that two definitions for an L„ capacity

(1 <p<co) on subsets of Euclidean R" are equivalent in the sense

that as set functions their ratio is bounded above and below by

positive finite constants. The classical notions of capacity corre-

spond to the case/>=2.

1. Let Lx,P=gx(Lv), l<p<oo, a>0, where gx is the Lx function on

Rn which is the Fourier transform of (277)-n/2(l + |f| Ta/2, £eRn. L„=

LP(Rn) are the usual Lebesgue spaces.

Definition 1. £a.j,(^)=inf ||/||£, where the infimum is over allfe L%

for which gx *f(x)=l on A, A^Rn.

Definition 2. Cx,v(K)=inf \\<p\\XêV, where the infimum is over all

cp e C0x(Rn) for which cp(x) = 1 in a neighborhood of K, AT compact set in
Rn.

Here \\-\\x,v denotes the usual norm in L^and [|-||0„=||-||„. The purpose

of this paper is to show

Theorem A.    For all compact sets K<^Rn,

BX.P(K)~CX.P(K).

Here ~ means that the ratio is bounded above and below by positive

finite constants independent of the set K.

Remark. The set function CX,P is extended to the class of all subsets by

CXmP(A)=sup CX,P(K), where the supremum is over all compact sets K

contained in A. When this is done, the equivalence of the theorem extends

to all capacitable sets and in particular to all analytic sets. For details see

[13].
As an example of the utility of these capacities, we state the following

removable singularity theorem. Let P(x, D) he a partial differential

operator of order m defined in an open set Q^Rn.
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Theorem B. Let l<p<oo and l¡p+llq=l. Let A^Q. be relatively

closed.

(a) If Bm,Q(A)=0, then each f which is locally in LV(Q.) and satisfies

Pix, D)f=0 in Ci-A, also satisfies P(x, D)f=0 in £1
(b) Suppose P(x, D) is elliptic and has a fundamental solution in Í2. If

eachfi locally in LP(Q.), which satisfies P(x, D)f—0 in Q—A also satisfies

P(x, D)f=0 in Q, then BnJA)=0.

Theorem B is an easy corollary of Theorem A and the work of Littman

[8], [9]. (See also [6].) As far as the authors know, Theorem B has not

appeared explicitly in the literature though it seems to be widely known.

For the case where P(x, D) is a power of the Laplacian operator, Theorem

B is implicit in the work of Maz'ja and Havin [10]. Their removable

singularity results are stated in terms of Hausdorff measure instead of

capacity. These results and the IP removable singularity results in [5]

follow directly from Theorem B and the relationship between Bxv and

Hausdorff measure (see [10], [13], or [16]).

The capacities defined above have been the subject of much investi-

gation of late. Bxv and closely related capacities have been studied by

Fuglede [3], [4], Meyers [13], Adams and Meyers [1], and Resetnjak [16],

Maz'ja and Havin [10]. Cx,v has been studied by Littman [8], Maz'ja [12],

and Harvey and Polking [6]. Maz'ja [11] has announced Theorem A in the

case of integral a.

To prove Theorem A, we first notice that BX,V(K)<CX,V(K). This fact is

elementary and only uses the fact that the kernels gx are nonnegative. If

<p e C0x(Rn) and <p(x)= 1 in a neighborhood of K, then q>=g* * y for some

y>eL„. Let y>+(x)=max(0, y>(x)). Then y+eLÏ, Hv+IU^IIvIIj.HIç'ILp»
and gx * y>+(x)^gx * y(*) = l for all x e K.

To derive the reverse inequality, we use a method due to Littman [8].

The key fact that makes the method work is the boundedness principle for

capacity extremals. The form that we will use is the following: Let G be an

open set in Rn. Then there is a function/e L% such that: (a) gx */(.*)_ 1

on G, (h)gx */(x)_ö< oo for all x e Rn, where g is a constant depending

only on n and p, and (c) \\f\\vv=Bx_v(G). (This result was obtained inde-

pendently by Adams and Meyers [1] and Maz'ja and Havin [10].) So, for

K compact we choose such a G=>K. Furthermore, we can find Gx open:

K^Gx^G and a C0œ regularization <p of gx »/(/chosen as above for G)

such that: (a') <p(x)=1 on Gx, (b') O_<p(;c)_0, for all x (same Q), and

(c') ||fL.p=const 11/11,,. Now let H(t), f>0, be a Cœ(Rx+) function such

that H(t)=t, 0<i<£, and H(t)=l, /=1. Clearly, ||//(ç»)|]p=const \\<p\\p.

The proof of the theorem will now be concluded by showing: for any a>0,

(l) \\H(<p)\\x.vúQx\\<plJZ\\<p\\í)
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for some constant Qx independent of cp. To see that (1) completes the

proof, we need only observe that H(cp)=l on G1; H(cp) e C0x'(Rn) and

CX.P(K) = \\H(çp)\\lP = const ||/||; = const B.JG)

by the known properties of cp. The desired inequality then follows by the

capacitability results of [13]. Note the above const is independent of the

sets K and G.

Proof of (1).   We consider two cases.

Case 1.    a=integer. We need some preliminary theorems.

Theorem 1 ([2]).   For l</><co and a integral,

0S|s|£a

Ds denotes derivatives in the coordinate directions s=(slf ■ • • , sn), \s\ =

Theorem 2.    For 0<A< 1, 0<a< co (a not necessarily integral),

\\<Pha-x).vM-x) Ú c \\<p\\lTp Mi»

c independent of cp.

For periodic functions on [0, 27r], this theorem is due to Hirschman [7].

For integral a and <x(l— X), it is the well-known inequality of Nirenberg

and Gagliardo (see [14]). A proof of Theorem 2 may be found in [1].

Since for real ß, y, 0-—ß^y, ||w||p.„^ll»lly.», we need only concentrate

on estimating DsH(cp) in Lp, |s|=oc. There are positive constants Cri,...-rj

depending only on the multi-index subscripts such that

(2) D°H(cp) = J Hli\q>) 2 CtK....t,V\ ■ ■ ■ D'cp,
; = 1

with the last sum over all sets of multi-indices (r1, ■ • ■ , r'), such that

|r*|_T and r1+- ■ -+rj=s. Holder's inequality gives

rï D'vl ¿nii^viu,,,
i=i   np i=i

L 0lPi)= !. ! <Pi< °°- Choose />,=a/|r'|. Then

llö'ViU, = c WcplU^ = c Mlfc M1-1'"'.
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Case 2.    a^integer. The preliminary results needed here are

Theorem 3.   <p e Lx,v, a>l, if and only if Dsq> e La_¡s]i]>, 0^|s|<[a],

and

MLp~   2   II-DVL-M.P-
OS|s|S[a]

Here [a] —greatest integer in a.

Theorem 3 is an easy corollary of Theorem 1 and the definition of the

space LXiV.

Let

Then

Theorem4.    (a) ([15]). If l^p<oo,0<a.<l,andmax(\,npl(n+oLp))<

r<co, then \\^;(u)\\r^c\\u\\x,T, all u e Lx.r.

(h) ([17]) ||#ï(«)||r+||«||/HI«IL.r, KKco,0<a<l.

We begin with 0<a<l.

I!H(?»)||..P = c \\mH(cp)\l + c n^çOIl,

Ú c l\&K<p)\\, + c|M|P = c || <p\\a„.

Note @¡lH(cp)-^c£¡l(cp) since H is Lipschitz continuous.

Now assume x=k+o, k a positive integer and 0<o-<l.

\\H(cp)\\x,vic   2    l|0stf(9>)IU-
OS|s|gJfc

Again we need only consider the case |j|=ât.

\\D*H(<p)h.» Ú c m(DsH(<p))\\v + c \\D°H(<p)\\p.

The last term has already been treated. Now using (2) with a replaced by

k, it easily follows that

3>ax(DsH(<p)) ^ cS>l(DTl<p - • • DrV) + c \Dr\ ■ ■ ■ DT'<p\ 2>l(<p),

again noting ^l(HU)(<p))^c^l((p). The Lv norm of the last term in the

above sum does not exceed c\\DrX(p\\xPn^ ■ • ■ ||£rVLp/Hll^í(9?)Lp/<r=

cll9'L,p|l9'll»> upon applying Holder's inequality and Theorems 4, 1 and 2.

To treat the remaining terms, we use

Theorem 5 ([15]).   IfO<X, p<l, then

2>a(fg) á l/l %{g) + 1*1 &JJ) + ®X(f)®%-'-)(g)-
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Using the convention ^„(/)=|/|, repeated applications of Theorem 5 to

¿iïKD^cp • ■ ■ Dr'cp) show that this expression is bounded by a finite sum of

terms of the form

(3) .^;(orV) • • • ¿WV)-

The number of terms depends only ony. Here cti=0 and q>. 1 (qk= oo when

and only when o-¿=0), and 2 o-¿=<7, 2 ('/?¿)=1- ln addition, Theorem 5

allows us considerable freedom in choosing the nonzero afs and finite

qfs; this permits us to make a particular choice so that Theorem 4(a)

applies below. Namely, we choose <7¿^a/(o-¿-|-|r¿|) when <7¿<oo. Now

setting pi=a.pl(ai+\ri\), we have, applying Holder's inequality together

with Theorems 4, 3 and 2, that the L„ norm of (3) does not exceed

n «ßrV)iu=c n b^vi«.*=c n ¡«wi»,
t^i

= c\\cp\\x,p\\çp\\£\
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